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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

5.1 Conclusion

The conclusions of this study have second points like the research questions,

such as:

1. English teachers at SMAN 2 Langsa have some active learning strategies

on English subject in their classes, there are three points: firstly, before

teaching learning process go on, they are starting to asking or converse

with the students to know their interest and look at the gesture and mimic

of their face, then they give some motivations for their students. From this

way the teachers will know what the methods that will use in the teaching

learning process at this time. Second, English teachers are using some

method that depend with the atmosphere of the class and depend with the

student interest. Such as using the method of: grouping, lecturing, role

play, questioning, discussion, peer tutoring, and etc. Third, English

teachers are choosing some media that relate with the method, such as:

Print media such as texts paper, brochures, and etc. Visual media such as:

pictures, posters, cartoons and etc. Then the audio visual such as: MP3,

tape and etc.
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2. The way implementation of the active learning strategies from English

teachers at SMAN 2 Langsa that are: when the class already to teaching

learning process they introduce the material that will study at that time and

teachers explain the material deeply by some examples, teachers are

showing the media (picture media) that want to discuss then teachers are

suggesting the student to make some group (grouping method) then

students do the task (describe about the picture), occasionally teachers

survey in all of the group to know how far they have the understanding

about the material, students begin to discuss with their friends on the

group, then after they are finished the chairman stand on their place then

they read the description of the media. After that other students in

different group will give some questions and comment. All of the groups

have presents their description. When all of group finish teachers give

some motivation for their students to increasing their interesting on the

next meeting.

5.2 Suggestion

Based on the conclusions above, the researcher provides some suggestions

here:

1. For the students, this study discuss about the active learning strategies on

English as a foreign language, so they can take this study to reference of

their study about the way active learning in the class. With the active

learning they can get some benefits that are: they can get the

understanding about the material and they can remember some new
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vocabulary, because this study explaind it’s with detail explanation based

on the observation in a school.

2. For the readers, the active learning strategies on English as a foreign

language is also important to know by a teacher especially for educator,

and this study discuss about the active learning strategies on English as a

foreign language, so the readers will get more knowledge about the active

learning strategies on English as a foreign language and will have some

experiences and knowledge about it in a school, this result can be applied

in other school next time.

3. For other researchers, this study expected can give reference in similar

aspects to the future study and who want to study about the active learning

strategies, they will find this helpful and those who want to study about

the active learning strategies on all of subject in a school will find what

they seek without too much effort.


